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J. M. PATEL ARTS, COMMERCE & SCIENCE COLLEGE, BHANDARA 

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS 

B.Sc. SEM-I (PAPER- I) 

PROPERTIES OF MATTER AND MECHANICS 

Long Answer Questions (05 Marks) 

1. What is angle of twist and angle of shear ? Obtain an expression for torque required to twist a cylinder 

at its free end. 

2. What is terminal velocity? State and prove Stoke’s law of viscosity. How can it be used to determine  

the  terminal  velocity  of a body  in a viscous fluid? 

3. Obtain  equations  for components  of velocity  and acceleration  in sphericalcoordinatesystem. 

4. Define centre of mass. Obtain the equation of motion of centre of mass. Show that when no external 

force acts on a body the acceleration of centre of mass is zero and its velocity isconstant.  

Short Answer Questions (03 Marks) 

1. For homogeneous isotropic medium, show that Y = 3K(1 – 2б) where symbols have their usual 

meaning. 

2. What is Newton’s law of viscous force? Obtain an expression for coefficient of viscosity. State 

its units and dimensions. 

3. What is surface energy? Show that the surface tension of a liquid is equal to its surface energy per unit 

area. 

4. Derive an expression for moment of inertia of solid cylinder about anaxis passing through its centre 

and perpendicular  to its axis. 

Short Answer Questions (02 Marks) 

1. What force is required to stretch a steel wire of cross-section of 0.5 cm
2
 to double its length? (Given  : 

Y =2×1011  N/m
2
). 

2. Water flows through a horizontal capillary tube of 1 mm internal diameter of length 70 cm under pressure 

of a column of water 30 cm in height. Find the rate of flow of water through capillary tube. (Given :    

=10–3  Ns/m2). 

3. Calculate the height to which a liquid will rise in a capillary tube of radius 0.2 mm when surface tension 

of liquid is 20×10–3 N/m and density 800 kg/m
3
. (Given:Angle of contact=0) 

4. Calculate radius of gyration of solid cylinder at mass 20 kg and radius 40 cm about an axis passing 

through its centre  along its length. 
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Short Answer Questions (2.5 Marks) 

1. Describe how the modulus of rigidity of the material of a wire can be determined by using torsional 

pendulum. 

2. What is external bending moment ? Obtain an expression for external bending moment of a beam fixed 

at one end and loaded at the other. 

3. A steel rod of length 50 cm, width  1cm and thickness  0.5 cm is bent  in the form  of an arc of radius  

of curvature 2.0 m. Calculate the internal bending moment if Young’s modulus of the material of the 

rod is 2×1011  N/m2. 

4. Define  elasticity.  Explain  graphically,  the behaviour of a wire under increasing load. 

5. Deduce an expression for the velocity of a liquid flowing through a uniform capillary tube of circular 

cross-section. 

6. State Bernoulli’s theorem.  Explain  the lifting  of an aeroplane. 

7. Eight drops of water of the same size are falling through air with terminal velocity of 10m/sec. If the 

eight drops  combine  to form a single  drop,  what will be the new terminal  velocity? 

8. What is viscosity of liquid ? How critical velocity of liquid makes a difference of streamline and 

turbulent flow? 

9. Explain   the Quincke’s  method  for determination  of surface  tension  of a liquid. 

10. Obtain an expressions for the radial and transverse components of velocity and acceleration  of a 

particle  moving  along  a curvein aplane. 

11. What are inertial  and non-inertial  frames  of reference  ? Give its examples. 

12. Distinguish  between  elastic  collision and inelastic collision. 

13. A rocket  of  mass  6000  kg  is  projected  vertically.  If  the exhaust gases escape out with velocity 

500m/sec, find the rate of consumption of fuel to over come the weight of the rocket. 

14. What is moment of inertia? State its unit. Explain the physical significance of moment of inertia. 

15. State and prove  the law of conservation of energy. 

 

Very Short Answer Questions (01 Marks) 

1. State Hooke’s law. 

2. Draw a labelled diagram of Maxwell’s needle. 

3. Calculate the Poisson’s ratio of a material having Young’s Modulus 7.25 × 1010 N/m2 and bulk 

modulus 11×10
10

 N/m2. 

4. State the limitations of Poiseuille’s equation. 

5. State the equation of continuity. 

6. Calculate the Reynold’s number from the given data : 
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Radius of capillary tube = 0.5 ×10
–2

m. 

i. Coefficient of viscosity of water = 10-3 

Ns/m2. Density of water = 103 kg/m3. 

ii. Critical velocity = 20×10–2 m/sec. 

7. State the characteristics of angle ofcontact. 

8. What is the difference of pressure between the inside and outside of a spherical drop of water of radius  

b. 1 mm ? (Given : Surface tension of water = 73 ×10–3 N/m) 

9. What are the limitations of Newton’s laws of motion? 

10. State the laws of parallel and perpendicular axes. 

11. Define principal moments. 

12. Define  linear  momentum  of a particle. 
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J. M. PATEL ARTS, COMMERCE & SCIENCE COLLEGE, BHANDARA 

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS 

B.Sc. SEM-I (PAPER- II) 

ELECTROSTATICS, TIME VARYING FIELDS & ELECTRIC CURRENTS 

 

Long Answer Questions (05 Marks) 

1. What is electric dipole?  Obtain an expression for the electric potential and electric  field  at a far 

off  point due to small electric dipole. 

2. What do you understand by Lorentz local field in the dielectric   Show that Local field  at any 

point in a dielectric is E (loc) = E+P/3 Є₀  

3. Obtain an expression for decay of  charge on a condenser through an inductor and a  resistor.   

Under what condition the discharge will be oscillatory ?      

4. An alternating emf E= E0sinwt is applied to series  LCR circuit .Derive an expression for   the  

alternating current in  steady state. Under what conditions the circuit is said to be in                      

resonance with frequency of applied  emf. Hence write the expression for the  resonance    

frequency.  

5. What do you understand by Lorentz local field in the dielectric show that local field   

at any point in a dielectric is            P 

                 3€0 

6. Discuss the growth and decay of charge in C-R circuit and define its time constant. 

7. Using J Operator method obtain an expression for current in AC Circuit containing inductor, 

capacitor, and resistance is series. Obtain an expression for the resonant frequency in above 

circuit. 

Short Answer Questions (03 Marks) 

1. Define electric potential .Show that in an electric field E, the potential difference  between a  point  

A and  B along any path is    VB-VA = - ∫ E.dr. 

2. Derive Clausius- Mossotti Equation. 

3. Obtain an expression for the frequency of oscillations. 

4. Explain the term sharpness of resonance. 

5. Derive the clausius- Mossotti Relation from Local field. 

6. A charged capacitor is discharged through a coil of inductance 15H and resistor of resistance 500 

. The discharge is oscillatory with frequency 20Hz Find the capacitance of the capacitor 

7. Derive equation of continuity for time varying currents.  

Eloc = E + 
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8. State faraday’s law of electromagnetic induction and write down its integral and  differential 

forms. 

9. Explain working of transformer with neat diagram. 

10. An ideal step-down transformer is connected to mains supply of 240volts. It is desired to operate a 

12 volt -30 Watt lamp. Find the current in the primary and the    transformation ratio.  

 

Short Answer Questions (02 Marks) 

1. Electric potential is given by V=6x
2
+4y+z, Calculate the electric field intensity at a given   point 

(1,1,1 ).    

2. State  Coulomb’s law in vacuum  in vector form. What are their Limitation. 

3. A 10 uf capacitor  at 60 V is connected in parallel to an uncharged capacitor. After  making the  

connection the common  voltage  on  the capacitor is found to be 20V.  What is the capacity of  

the second  capacitor ?.       

4. A capacitor of capacitance 1 μf is allowed to discharge through an inductance 0.2H and a 

resistance of 800 ohm  connected in series .Prove that the discharge is oscillatory.         

5. In a series  resonant circuit, L= 1mH,  C= 10  μF  and  R= 10 ohm. Calculate the resonant 

frequency. 

6. A parallel plate capacitor consists of two square metal plates of 50cm side and separated by 1cm. 

A Sulphur slab 6mm thick is placed an the lower plate. Calculate the capacitance of the capacitor. 

(K=4 for sulphur.) 

7. State and explain kirchhoff’s law for an electrical network. 

Short Answer Questions (2.5 Marks) 

1. State  Coulomb’s law in vacuum  in vector form. What are their Limitation .                         

2. Show that   E = - grad V 

3. Explain the conservative nature of electrostatic field. 

4. Calculate the potential and field due to a dipole of dipole moment    4.5x10
-10

 coul-m  at a distance 

of 1 metre from it 1)  on its axis    2)on its perpendicular bisector. 

5. Derive an expression for capacity of a parallel plate capacitor when partially filled with dielectric.

  

6. A paper of how much area is required   to make a parallel plate condenser of  capacity   0.004μf  if 

the dielectric constant of paper is 2.5 and its thickness=0.025mm. 

7. Explain the term electric field  E, polarization vector P, and displacement  density vector D. 

8. Prove the relation     D =  Є₀   E + P 

9. State Faraday,s law of electromagnetic induction ? Write down its integral and  differential   

forms. 
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10. What are the requirement of Ideal transformer and uses of  transformer. 

11. Obtain an expression for the growth of  charge on a condenser through resistor. What is the time 

constant of the circuit? 

12. A transformer has 100 turns of primary and 5 turns of secondary, calculate the secondary   voltage 

if  primary  voltage is 120 Vand trasformer  ratio.  

13. Explain the term impedance , reactance and power factor. 

14. Obtain an expression for the power consumed by an A. C. Circuit. 

15. Obtain an expression for the reactance  and phase in each case when sinusoidal e.m.f. is  applied 

to Pure Inductor and pure Capacitor. 

16. An A.C. circuit has L=10 mH , C=10μF,R=10 ohm . Calculate 1 ) Resonant  Frequency 2) Q –

factor. 

17. Show that E= -V 

18. Find the force from coulomb’s law in term of position vector. 

19. Explain electrostatic field is conservation in nature. 

20. A line is drawn at an angle 60
0
 to short electric dipole and passing thoroughly its  

a. centre. Calculate the field intensity at a point on this at 10 cm from the centre of the dipole 

in air Electric dipole moment. P=8 x 10
-9

 c-m . 

21. Explain the term dielectric and dielectric constant. 

22. Find the capacity of paralled plate capacitor when it is partially field with dielectric.  

23. Prove the relation D = €0E  +  P 

24. Two plates of a parallel plate capacitor are 2cm apart. A slab of dielectric constant 

a. 5 and thickness 1cm is introduced between the plates with its faces parallel to them and the 

distance between the plates is so changed that the capacity of the capacitor remains 

unchanged what is the new distance between the plates. 

25. Explain sharpness of resance in LCR Circuit. 

26. Show that in a pure inductive Circuit the current lags behind the applied emf by 90
0
 

27. Derive an expression for power in A.C. circuit. 

28. An alternating emf of 10v and 100Hz is applied to 5H choke coil of resistance 200 Find the 

power factor of the coil and power absorbed. 

Very Short Answer Questions (01 Marks) 

1. Define  Electric field &  Electric field  intensity.  

2. What is Electric dipole moment ? Write the S.I. unit. 

3. Two protons are separated by 5x10
-10

m. Find electrostatic force between them. 

4.  What is polar and nonpolar molecules ? 

5. Define   Capacity and Dielectric constant. 
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6. Three parallel capacitor and three series capacitor are connected in parallel. If the capacity of each 

capacitor is C ,find the capacitance of their combination. 

7. What  are the  energy losses in transformer?  

8. If L=4.0H , C=2μF   Find the maximum value of the resistance in LCR circuits so that the circuit  

can   just  oscillate. 

9. Define inductive time constant.  

10. What is Q value of series LCR circuit? 

11.   What is bandwidth of resonance? 

12.  What is Wattless Current ?     

13. The electric potential V in space is given by V= 3x
2
 Volt calculate electric intensity at a point 

(1,0,2)m 

14. What are limitations of coulombs law? 

15. How is force between two charges affected? When each charges is doubled and distance between 

them is also doubled. 

16. Why capacity of condenser increase with dielectric.  

17. On which factors does the capacitance of capacitor depend.  

18. What in polar and non-polar molecules. 

19. Define the inductive time constant.  

20. What is current density. 

21. Find the maximum value of the circuit can just Oscillate. If L.8H and C=.4µf   

22. How can you improve the quality factor 

23. What is the maximum and minimum value of power factor. 

24. What is the phase difference between the voltage drop across L and C in series LCR. 
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J. M. PATEL ARTS, COMMERCE & SCIENCE COLLEGE, BHANDARA 

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS 

B.Sc. SEM-II (PAPER- I) 

OSCILLATIONS, KINETIC THEORY OF GASES AND THERMODYNAMICS 

 

Long Answer Questions (05 Marks) 

1. What are Lissajous’ figures ? Obtain an expression for resultant of two SHMs acting mutually 

perpendicular to each other having different amplitudes and phases but frequencies in the  

ratio 1 : 2. 

2. Write down the differential equation for the motion of a particle executing forced vibrations and 

obtain its steady state solution.  

3. If the resonant frequency of an acoustic system is 280 Hz and half power frequencies are 

200 Hz and 360 Hz respectively, calculate the quality factor. 

4. What is entropy ? Discuss its physical significance. Show that change in entropy in a reversible 

cyclic process is zero. 

5. What are Lissajous figures ? Obtain an expression for resultant of two linear S.H.M. of 

frequencies 2 : 1 and of different amplitudes, different phases. 

6. What is forced oscillator ? Establish the differential equation for a forced oscillator. Distinguish 

between free and forced oscillations.Define viscosity. Obtain an expression for coefficient of 

viscosity in terms of mean free path of the molecules. 

Short Answer Questions (03 Marks) 

1. Define angular SHM. Obtain its differential equation. 

2. What is sharpness of resonance ? Explain the effect of damping on sharpness of resonance. 

3. Derive an expression for the coefficient of viscosity () of a gas in terms of mean free path 

of its molecules  

4. Explain the method of liquefaction of helium gas by regenerative cooling. 

5. Show that for damped harmonic oscillator, total energy decreases exponentially with time. 

6. What is a heat engine ? Describe Carnot’s ideal heat engine with a neat diagram 

7. Explain the variation of amplitude with driving force frequency in a forced oscillation. 

8. Obtain an expression for critical temperature, critical pressure and critical volume for a real gas. 

Short Answer Questions (02 Marks) 

1. A spring of force constant 1200N/m is mounted on horizontal table. A mass of 3 kg is 

attached to the free end of the spring which is pulled side ways to a distance of 2 cm and 
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2. Explain the transport phenomena in gases. Obtain an expression for coefficient of thermal 

conductivity of gas in terms of mean free path of molecules released.  

What is the frequency of oscillation of the mass and the maximum acceleration ? 

3. The R.M.S. velocity of gas molecule is 4.50 m/s and density of gas is 0.1 kg/m3. Calculate 

the coefficient of viscocity of the gas, if mean free path of the gas molecule is 15 × 10–6 m. 

4. Calculate the temperature of inversion of helium gas, if a = 0.0341 atm litre2/mole2, 

b= 0.0237 litre/mole, and R = 8.31 J/mole K. 

5. A mass of 25 gm is suspended with a vertical spring of force constant 25 N/m. The mechanical 

resistance of the system is 1.5 Ns/m. The mass is set to vertical oscillation. State whether the 

motion is oscillatory. 

6. A Carnot’s engine takes in 1000 Kcal of heat from a reservoir maintained at 900 K and exhausts 

it to a sink at 300 K. Calculate the maximum efficiency of heat engine. 

7. Calculate the maximum amplitude of the forced harmonic oscillator at resonance with amplitude 

of driving force Fo = 6N, mass of damped oscillator is 0.2 kg, spring constant k = 100 Nm–1, 

Damping constant R = 5 Nm–1s. 

8. Calculate the critical pressure of a gas having van der Waals’ constants a = 0.37 Nm4/mole and 

b = 43 cm3/mole. 

Short Answer Questions (2.5 Marks) 

1. Obtain differential equation of motion of a damped harmonic oscillator. 

2. Obtain an expression for power dissipated in damped harmonic oscillator. 

3. Explain the use of Lissajous’ figures to determine the frequency of unknown tuning fork. 

4. Lissajous’ figures are produced with two tuning forks having their beat frequency 4 beats per 

second, when one of them is in unison with 1.20 m length of wire and the other with 1.25 of 

it. Calculate the frequencies of the forks. 

5. State the assumptions of Kinetic Theory of Gases. 

6. Define mean free path of gas molecule and deduce an expression for the mean free path of a gas 

molecule.  

7. State law of equipartition energy and prove that the average kinetic energy per molecule per 

degree of freedom is equal to RT. 

8.  Calculate the molecular diameter of Benzene, if n = 2.79 × 1019 molecules per cc and mean free 

path for Benzene is 2.2 × 10–6 cm.  

9. Obtain values of critical termperature, critical pressure and critical volume of real gases.  

10. What is a heat engine. Define its efficiency ? On what factors does it depend ?  

11. Find the efficiency of a carnot’s engine working between 1270C and 270C. It absorbs 80 calories 

           of heat. How much heat is rejected ? 
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12. Apply the first law of thermodynamics to explain : 

(a) Adiabatic process and 

(b) Isobaric process. 

13. What is Joule-Thomson effect ? Explain experimental arrangement to study Joule-Thomson 

effect. 

14. Show that the thermodynamic scale and ideal gas scale of temperature are identical. Water boils at 

1000C under normal atmospheric pressure. If the pressure on water is made 2 atmosphere, find 

boiling point. (Given sp volume of steam at 1000C = 1676 × 10–3 m3/kg. 1 atm = 105 N/m2, latent 

heat at steam is 540 × 4.2 × 103 J/kg). 

15. Explain the concept of air conditioning.  

16. Define ‘entropy’. Give its physical significance.  

17. Show that change in entropy of a reversible process is zero.  

18. Show that enthalpy remains constant in Porous plug Experiment. Hence state the condition for 

cooling effect of the gas. 

19. Calculate the change in entropy when a substance of Mass 0.5 gm is heated from 100 K to 300 K. 

(Specific heat of the substance = 0.1 cal/gm-K). 

20. What is Restoring force ? Obtain an expression for differential equation of linear simple harmonic 

oscillator. 

21. Explain how Lissajous’ figures can be demonstrated using CRO.  

22. For a damped harmonic oscillator show that average power dissipation is given by Pdiss = 2bE. 

23.  A particle executing a S.H.M. has a maximum displacement of 4 cm and its acceleration at a 

distance of 1 cm from its mean position is 3 cm/s2. What will be its velocity, when it is at a 

distance of 2 cm from its mean position ?  

24. What is quality factor ? Give the physical significance of quality factor of a forced oscillator. 

25. (D) What is amplitude resonance ? Show that resonance frequency at amplitude resonance is 

given by pr = w2 2b2 . 2½ 

26.  A harmonic oscillator consisting of 100 gm mass attached to a massless spring has a quality 

factor 300. 

27. If it oscillates with an amplitude of 2 cm in resonance with a periodic force of frequency 20 Hz, 

28. calculate (i) the average energy stored in it and (ii) the rate of dissipation of energy.  

29. Define mean free path. Discuss the effect of temperature and pressure on mean free path.  

30. State and prove the law of equipartition of energy.  

31. State van der Waals’ equation of State of a real gas. What are its limitations ?  

32. Calculate the mean free path of a gas at T = 300 K, p = 10
6

 dynes/cm2 and the molecular diameter 

33. = 2 × 10–8 cm. (Given K = 1.38 × 10
-16

erg/K)  
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Very Short Answer Questions (01 Marks) 

1. Define S.H.M. and write general differential equation of S.H.M. 

2. What are damped oscillations ? 

3. A mass of 4 kg is attached to a spring of stiffness constant of 25 Nm. Calculate its natural 

frequency. 

4. What is the physical significance of Q value ? 

5. Distinguish between free and forced vibrations. 

6. The average velocity of nitrogen molecule at NTP is 4.93 × 104 cm/sec and mean free path 

is 7.89 × 10–8 m. Find the collision frequency of the molecule.  

7. State zeroth law of thermodynamics. 

8. Calculate the coefficient of diffusion of the oxygen gas if the mean free path between molecules 

is 9.95 × 10–8 m and average speed of oxygen molecule is 424.9 m/s.  

9. Define reversible process. 

10. What is Boyle’s temperature ? 

11. What is T-S diagram ? What is its importance ? 

12. What is regenerative cooling ?  

13. What is the condition of frequency ratio of two S.H.M.s forming Lissajous’ figure of the shape . 

14. The Q value of a spring loaded with 0.3 kg is 60. It vibrates with a frequency of 2 Hz. Calculate 

the force constant. 

15. What is the unit of mechanical resistance (R) of a system ? 

16. If the resonant frequency of an acoustic system is 280 Hz and half power frequencies are 240 Hz 

and 360 Hz respectively, calculate the quality factor. 

17. Define mechanical impedance. 

18. What is meant by sharpness of resonance ? 

19. Define self -diffusion. 

20. Define critical temperature of a gas. 

21. Find the coefficient of viscosity of N2 gas at N.T.P. if = 10 Å, C¯ = 300 m/s, = 1.5 kg/m3. 

22. What will be the efficiency of Carnot’s engine at absolute zero temperature of the sink ? 

23. State the third law of thermodynamics.  

24. Define Joule-Thomson coefficient. 
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J. M. PATEL ARTS, COMMERCE & SCIENCE COLLEGE, BHANDARA 

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS 

B.SC. SEM-II (PAPER- II) 

GRAVITATION, ASTROPHYSICS, MAGNETISM AND MAGNETO STATICS 

 

Long  Answer Questions (05 Marks) 

1. State and explain Newton's law of gravitation. Express it in vector form. What are the units and 

dimensions of the universal gravitation constant? 

2. Discuss  the different  types  of galaxies.  What  type  of galaxy  is the Milky Way? 

3. What is meant by 'superconductivity' ? State some properties of superconductors. Discuss the 

variation of critical field as a function of temperature. 

4. Define the three magnetic vectors and obtain the relation between them. 

Short Answer Questions (03 Marks) 

1. Derivetherelationbetweenaccelerationduetogravity(g)andUniversalGravitationconstant(G). 

2. Describe  a method  to determine  the  sizeof aplanet. 

3. Obtainanexpressionforthechangeinangularvelocityofanelectron,whenadiamagneticsubstance is placed in 

an externalmagneticfield. 

4. Stateand prove Ampere's  circuital  law. Express  it in differentialform. 

Short Answer Questions (02 Marks) 

1. The acceleration due to gravity on the Moon's surface is 1.67 m/s
2
. If the radius of the 

Moon'ssurfaceis1.74×106m, calculate its mass. Given: G=6.67×10–11Nm
2
/kg

2
 

2. The distance of Jupiter from the Earth is 8.247 × 10
8
 km and its angulardiameter 

ismeasuredtobe35.72secondsofanarc.CalculatethelineardiameterofJupiter. 

3. Calculate the change in angular velocity of an electron when it is placed in a magnetic field    of 

induction B = 2.5 Wb/m2 perpendicular to the plane of theorbit. 

Given:e=1.6×10
–19

candm=9.1×10
–31

kg. 

4. ThemagneticfieldstrengthinCopperis10
6
 A/m. If the magnetic susceptibility of copper is –0.8  ×  10–5 , 

calculate  its flux  density.  Given  :  µ=  4π × 10–7    SI units. 

Short Answer Questions (2.5 Marks) 

1. Derive  an expression  for gravitational  potential  due to a point mass. 
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2. State  and  explain  Kepler's  laws of planetary motion. 

3. Derive  an expression  for gravitational  self energy of  a galaxy. 

4. The Earth's mass is 80 times that of the Moon and their diameters are 12800 km and 3200 km 

respectively. What is the value of g on the Moon? g on Earth is 9.8 m/s2. 

5. Calculate the solar luminosity on Earth given that the distance between Sun and Earth is 

1.498 × 1011    m and  solar  constant  is 1.388 × 103 W/m2. 

6. Write  short  notes  on comet sand meteors. 

7. Explain  the  significance  of a stellar spectrum. 

8. Explain  a method  to determine  the temperature  of the Sun. 

9. Discuss  the  properties  of anti-ferromagnetic  substances. 

10. What  are  the  important  characteristics of domains? 

11. Calculate the intensity of magnetisation and susceptibility of a sample of magnetic moment 8×10
3 
Am

2
, 

cross-sectional area 16×10
–4

m
2
 and length 5 cm, when it is placed in a magnetic field  

of 2×10
–7

A/m. 

12. Explain graphically, the variation of magnetic susceptibility with temperature, for a paramagnetic 

substance. 

13. State the MKS and CGS units of magnetic induction and obtain the relation between them. 

14. Prove that the magnetic  dipole  moment  associated  with  a  current  carrying  coil  is  given  by  

M = NiA,  where  the  letters  have  their usual meaning. 

15. A solenoid 4m long and mean diameter 8 cm has 10
4
 turns. If a current of 5 A is flowing through it, 

calculate  the magnetic  field  at the centre. 

16. State and explain Biot and Savart law. Express it in vector form. 

Very Short Answer Questions (01 Marks) 

1. Define  gravitational  field  at apoint. 

2. State  Gauss'  theorem  ofgravitation. 

3. Why is gravitational force called a central force? 

4. Name the planets of the solar system. 

5. What are the elements found in a star? 

6. A star has a surface temperature of 1500 K. In what part of the spectrum will it radiate maximum 

energy ? Given : Wien's constant = 3 ×10
–3

 mK. 

7. Which of the following are paramagnetic–bismuth, nickel, manganese, copper, platinum? 

8. What is Curie temperature? 

9. If the relative permeability of a medium is 10
5
, what is the magnetic susceptibility? 

10. A solenoid of length 2m has 4 layers of 1000 turns each. What is the number of turns per unit 
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length? 

11. State Gauss' law of magnetisation.  

12. Define relative permeability and state its unit.  
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J. M. PATEL ARTS, COMMERCE & SCIENCE COLLEGE, BHANDARA 

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS 

B.Sc. SEM-III (PAPER- I) 

SOUND WAVES, APPLIED ACOUSTICS, ULTRASONICS 

AND POWER SUPPLY 

Long Answer Questions (05 Marks) 

1. What are standing waves ? Give the analytical treatment of the formation of stationary waves. State the 

characteristics of  stationary waves. 

2. What are active and passive transducers? Give one example of each. State and explain any four 

characteristic softransducers. 

3. What is magnetostriction effect? Describe the method for the production of ultrasonic wave susing 

magnetostriction oscillator. 

4. What is a rectifier ? Discuss with neat circuit diagram the working of a half wave rectifier. Draw input-

out put waveforms.  

Short Answer Questions (03 Marks) 

1. Assuming the formula for velocity of a transverse wave on a stretched string,obtainan 

expression for the frequency of first modeofvibration. 

2. Explain the sound  absorption  and absorption coefficient. 

3. What are ultrasonic waves? State any four properties of ultrasonic waves. 

4. What is ripple factor ? Show that ripple factor for a full wave rectifier is 48.2%. 

Short Answer Questions (02 Marks) 

1. A wire stretched between two rigid supports vibrates in its fundamental mode with 

frequency 45 Hz. The mass of the wire is 3.5×10
–2

 kg and its linear mass density is 

4.0×10
–2

 kg/m. Calculate the speed of transverse wave on the string. 

2. A hall has a volume of 5000 m3. It is required to have reverberation time of 1.5sec.What 

should  be the  total  absorption  in the hall? 

3. In a piezoelectric crystal oscillator a quartz crystal is used. If Young's modulus  of  the 

material of quartz crystal is 8.5×1011 dyne/cm2 find the velocity of longitudinal waves 

inside the crystal.  Given: density of quartz  2.65gm/cm3. 

Short Answer Questions (2.5 Marks) 
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1. Show that only odd harmonics are present in case of vibrating air column in a pipe closed 

at one end. 

2. Derive  the relation  between  phase  velocity  and group  velocity  in a dispersive medium. 

3. Distinguish  between  a musical  sound  and noise with examples. 

4. Calculate the change in the intensity level of sound when intensity increases 100 time sits 

original intensity. 

5. Explain how sound is recorded and reproduced from compact discs.  

6. Derive Sabine's formula for the reverberation time by Jaegar's method. 

7. The volume of a conference hall is 5900 m
3
 and its total surface area absorption of sound is 

200 m
2
. Calculate  the  reverberation  time of hall. 

8. Discuss  the principle  and working  of crystal microphone. 

9. Explain any  two  applications  of ultrasonic  waves in medical field. 

10. Explain how  depth  of sea  can  be measured  by echo sounder. 

11. Explain the working of Piezo electric generator to produce ultrasonic waves, with circuit 

diagram. 

12. Calculate the velocity of ultrasonic waves in a certain liquid using following data obtained in 

an acoustical grating experiment: 

Angle of first order diffracted beam = 5º Wavelength 

of monochromatic light = 600 nm 

Frequency  of ultrasonic  waves = 100MHz. 

13. Draw  the block  diagram  of three  terminal  IC voltage  regulator  and explain  it in brief. 

14. Explain  how  a zener  diode  can  be used as voltage regulator.  

15. Distinguish  between  a half  wave  rectifier  and full wave rectifier.  

16. A 10 V zener diode along with a series resistance is connected across a 40V supply. 

Calculate     the minimum value of series resistance required, if the maximum permitted 

current through zener is 50 mA.  

Very Short Answer Questions (01 Marks) 

1. Define 'threshold of pain'. 

2. State the name softhree bones of middle ear. 

3. A transverse wave is propagating on the string and is described by equation y = 0.021 sin (30t + x), 

where x and y are in meter sand tin seconds. Find the phase velocity. 

4. Define reverberation time. 

5. What is Echelon effect in architectural acoustics? 

6. Calculate the reverberation time of an empty hall of volume 80,000 m
3

and total absorption without 
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audience is 775sabine. 

7. What is a X-cut crystal? 

8. What is acoustical grating? 

9. Calculate the length of the iron rod which can be used to produce ultrasonic waves of 40 KHz. 

GiventhatYoung'smodulusofiron12×10
10

 N/m
2
anddensityofiron6×10

3
kg/m

3
. 

10. Why Bleeder resistance is used in Filter circuits? 

11. What do you mean by zener break-down in zener diode? 

12. In a voltage regulator, under no load condition,  the output  voltage  of the circuit  is 9 V. 

Under full load condition, the output voltage in 8.99 V. Determine the percentage voltage 

regulation of   the regulator. 
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J. M. PATEL ARTS, COMMERCE & SCIENCE COLLEGE, BHANDARA 

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS 

B.Sc. SEM-III (PAPER- II) 

PHYSICAL OPTICS AND ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES 

 

Long Answer Questions (05 Marks) 

1. Describe the experimental set up for getting Newton’s rings. Hence deduce an expression for the 

diameters of dark rings due to reflected light. 

2. Explain the construction of Fresnel’s half period zone and show that the radius of any half period 

zone is directly proportional to the square root of the natural number. 

3. What is polarization? Explain different types of polarization. How circularly polarized light can be 

obtained?  

4. Describe Poynting vector, state and prove the Poynting Theorem.    

Short Answer Questions (03 Marks) 

1. Describe construction  and working of Michelson interferometer.   

2. Describe construction of a zone plate and its role as lens.  

3. Explain uni axial and bi axial crystals. 

4. Explain the concept of dissipative term in conducting medium.          

Short Answer Questions (0 2 Marks) 

1. In the Michelson interferometer, the initial and final position of micrometer screw is 10.7347 mm 

and 10.7047 mm respectively, when 100 fringes passed from the field of view. Find the wavelength of 

light used. 

2. Find the radius of half period zone in a zone plate behaving like a convex lens of focal length 60 

cm for light of 6000 A
0
 

Short Answer Questions (2.5 Marks) 

1. Discuss the effect of reflection on phase of light when reflected at surface of medium. 

2. Differentiate between Haidinger’s fringes and Fizeau’s fringes. Give one example of each. 

3. Explain how to determine refractive index using Newton’s Rings. 

4. In a Newton’s rings experiment, the diameter of 5th ring was 0.3 cm   and diameter of 25th ring 

was 0.8 cm. Given the radius of curvature of the plano  convex lens used in experiment is 100 cm, 

find the wavelength of light used. 

5. State and Explain Rayleigh’s criterion of resolution.  
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6. Explain Fraun hofer diffraction at a circular aperture. 

7. Distinguish between grating spectra and prism spectra. 

8. InFraun hofer diffraction due to single slit of width 0.15 mm, screen is placed at 1.5 m from the lens 

to obtain the diffraction pattern. The distance of the first minimum lies at 5 mm on either side of 

central maximum. Calculate the wavelength hoflight used.  

9. State and prove the Brewester’s law.  

10. Distinguish positive and negative crystals. 

11. Describe phase retardation plates. 

12. If radius of Sun is 7x10
8
 meter and energy emission is 38x10

28
 Watt/Sec, calculate the Poynting 

vector.  

13. If the refractive indices for the ordinary ray in case of Calcite and Canada balsom are 1.658 and 1.550 

respectively. Calculate the value of critical angle for the ordinary ray for Calcite  to Canada bolsom.   

14. Derive electromagnetic wave equation in free space.  

15. Explain EM waves are transverse in nature.  

16. Write any two Maxwell’s equations in differential and integral form. Also give their physical 

significance. 

17. An Electromagnetic wave propagating through free space has amplitude of Electric vector 5 V/m. 

Find the intensity of the wave. Given characteristic impedance of the space is 1/377 ohm. 

Very Short Answer Questions (01 Marks) 

1. Define coherent sources. 

2. State the relation between phase difference and path difference. 

3. State any two differences between constructive and destructive interference. 

4. Define grating element. 

5. Why lens is needed to observe Fraun hoffer diffraction pattern? 

6. A grating has grating constant  5 × 10–5  m. Find  out the number  of lines  on grating  if  the widthof 

grating is 0.02 m. 

7. State Malu’s law. 

8. What is meant by e-ray? 

9. The refractive index of diamond for sodium light is 2.417. Find the angle of incidence for which the 

light reflected is completely plane polarized. 

10. State any two characteristics of  EM wave. 

11. Define characteristic impedance.  
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J. M. PATEL ARTS, COMMERCE & SCIENCE COLLEGE, BHANDARA 

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS 

B.Sc. SEM-IV (PAPER- I) 

SOLID STATE PHYSICS, X-RAY AND LASER 

Long Answer Questions (05 Marks) 

1. What do you mean by packing fraction? Derive the value of packing fraction of SC, BCC and 

FCC structures, find the value of voids in the structure. 

2. Explain construction and working of a Bragg’s X-ray spectrometer. 

3. Explain construction and working of Collidge X-ray tube, give its characteristics. 

4. Explain construction and working of Ruby laser. State its drawback. 

Short Answer Questions (03 Marks) 

1. Describe  structureofdiamond. 

2. Explain in  brief  different  methods  of  X-ray  diffraction  incrystallography. 

3. What is Mosley law? Explain its significance. 

4. What are  Einstein’s coefficient A  and  B  establish  relation between them. 

Short Answer Questions (02 Marks) 

1. Determine the lattice constant for FCC lead crystal of radius 1.746Å. 

2. A beam of X-rays of wavelength 0.819 A.U. incidents on an NaCl crystal at normal angle. If 

the lattice spacing of NaCl crystal is 0.282 nm, calculate the maximum order   of diffraction 

possible. 

3. Calculate the wavelength of radiation coming out of Co (Z = 27), if K   radiation  of    Mo 

(Z=2) has a wavelength of 0.75 Å. 

4. Find the intensity of a laser beam of 10mW power and having a diameter of 1.3 mm. 

Assume the intensity to be uniform across the beam. 

Short Answer Questions (2.5 Marks) 

1. What is Bravais lattice ? What are different Bravais lattices for cubic structure. 

1. Write the procedure to find Moller indices of plane in a crystal.  

2. Explain  symmetry  operation in crystals. 

3. If the crystal plane has intercept 1a on X axis and parallel to Y and Z axis, find Miller indices 

of plane. 

4. Explain Laue’s  method  of X-ray diffraction. 

5. Explain the determination of crystal structure by Bragg’s method. 
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6. Explain  the  significance  of reciprocal lattice. 

7. Monochromatic X-ray of wavelength 1.2 Å are incident on a crystal plane. Find 

Bragg’sangleforsecondorderBragg’sdiffractionifinnerplanerspacingis1.4Å. 

8. Explain Duane  and Hunt’s law. 

9. What are soft and hard X-rays? 

10. Show that absorption of X-ray by material follows the exponential law. 

11. CalculatetheminimumappliedpotentialrequiredtoproduceX-ray2Åwavelength. 

12. Explain  construction  and  working  of semiconductorlaser. 

13. Explain why three level pumping cheme is necessary for laser action? 

14. Explain the characteristics  of Laser beam. 

15. The coherence length of sodium line of wavelength 5890 Å is 2.5 cm. Calculate coherence 

time and  half width of  spectral line. Given :  C  =  3  × 108 m/s. 

 

Very Short Answer Questions (01 Marks) 

1. What is coordination number? Obtain for SC, BCC and FCC system. 

2. If a crystal plane has 2a, 4b and 6c on x, y, z axes respectively then find theMiller indices. 

3. Determine the no. Of atom in SC, BCC and FCCcrystal system. 

4. What is reciprocal lattice? 

5. What is Ewald construction? 

6. What are the standard experimental methods of X-ray diffraction? 

7. Write any two applications of Mosley’s Law. 

8. What is inverse photo electric effect? 

9. Give any two applications of X-rays in the field of industry. 

10. What is metastable state? 

11. Define coherence time. 

12. Calculate the ratio of population for two energy states at 300 K for radiation of LASER 

frequency 4.7×1014Hz. Given h= 6.67×10–34 Js, K=1.38×10–23 Jk–1.  
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J. M. PATEL ARTS, COMMERCE & SCIENCE COLLEGE, BHANDARA 

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS 

B.SC. SEM-IV (PAPER- II) 

SOLID STATE PHYSICS, X-RAY AND LASER 

Long Answer Questions (05 Marks) 

1.  Explain briefly (i) Space quantization and (ii) Spin of electron         

2. Discuss various quantum numbers associated with Vector Atom Model        

3. Describe Stern-Gerlach experiment and discuss its significance. 

4. What is  Zeeman Effect? How does anomalous Zeeman effect is different from  

Normal  Zeeman effect? 

5. Discuss quantum mechanically the normal Zeeman effect. 

6. Obtain an expression for Electrical conductivity of metal on the basis of Free 

Electron  model. 

7. Obtain an expression for Thermal conductivity of metal on the basis of Free 

 Electron model  

8. Classify solids as conductors, insulators and semiconductors on the basis of 

Band theory. 

9. Explain the formation of energy bands using Kronig-Penny Model.  

10. What is Hall Effect? Derive an expression for Hall coefficient.  

Short Answer Questions (03 Marks) 

1. In Stern-Gerlach Expt.,a beam of silver atoms (at.wt. 108) enters an in homogeneous  magnetic 

field perpendicular to it with a velocity 10
4
 m/s. If  length of field is 10 cm and gradient of field is 

100  Tesla/m ,Calculate. The total deflection of beam. Assume magnetic moment of silver atoms 

is  Only due to spin of electron. 

Short Answer Questions (02 Marks) 

1. State the limitations of Stern-Gerlach Experiment  

2. What are the possible n,l,j values of electron in M-shell of atom. 

3. The normal Zeeman effect occurs in atoms of only even numbers. of electrons. 

 Why ?  

4. At absolute zero temperature semiconductor behaves as insulator.Why ?          

Short Answer Questions (2.5 Marks) 

1. State and explain Pauli’s exclusion principle. 
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2. Apply Pauli’s principle to deduce maximum number of electron in a shell        

3. What is Larmor precession? State expression for Larmor frequency    

4. Explain different Coupling Schemes.  

5. A spectral line of wavelength 6000  A
0
 is placed in a magnetic field  0.4 wb/m

2
 

Calculate normal Zeeman shift. Given: e/m-17.6×10
10 

 C/kg. 

6. The Calcium spectral line of wavelength 7326 A
0
 splits into three components 

         separated by 2.8×10
10

 Hz in a magnetic field of 2 Tesla .Find e/m. 

7. What do you mean by Stark Effect?   

8. Define (a) Average drift velocity (b) Mean Free Path (c) Mean Free time for  

Electron 

9. What is Bloch Theorem? 

10. What is Wiedemann-Franz Law ? 

11. What are the assumptions of Drude’s Free electron theory. 

12. Density of Aluminium is 2.7 gm/cc. Atomic wt.of  Al is 26.9 and number of electron Per atom is 

3. Calculate the Fermi Energy EF(0) 

13. Define Fermi energy of metal and obtain an expression for the Fermi energy at absolute zero 
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J. M. PATEL ARTS, COMMERCE & SCIENCE COLLEGE, BHANDARA 

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS 

B.SC. SEM-V (PAPER- I) 

ATOMIC PHYSICS, FREE ELECTRON THEORY AND STATISTICAL PHYSICS 

Long Answer Questions (05 Marks) 

1. Explain normal and Anomalous Zeeman effect. Obtain an expression for Zeeman shift. 

2. What is Hall effect ? Derive an expression for Hall voltage and Hall co-efficient in a 

semiconductor. 

3. Derive an expression for most probable distribution by using Fermi-Dirac statistics. 

4. What is Zeeman effect ? Describe the experimental arrangement for observing Zeeman effect. 

5. Explain the term mean free path. Obtain an expression for electrical conductivity of metal on the 

basis of free electron theory. 

6. Obtain an expression for Maxwell-Boltzmann Distribution Law in general form. What are the 

limitations of Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics ? 

Short Answer Questions (03 Marks) 

1. State and explain the quantum numbers associated with an atom. 

2. Derive an expression for electrical conductivity of metal on the basis of free electron theory. 

3. Deduce Boltzmann's entropy-probability relation S = k logeW. 

4. Explain Bose-Einstein condensation. 

5. Explain the quantum numbers associated with an atom. 

6. Obtain an expression for the thermal conductivity in terms of mean free path of electrons. 

7. Explain the terms Macrostate and Microstate with examples. 

8. Explain Bose-Einstein condensation with its characteristics. 

Short Answer Questions (02 Marks) 

1. Calculate the two possible orientations of spin vector S with respect to a magnetic field 

direction. 

2. Calculate the conductivity of copper if the collision time is 10
-15

sec. Assume that copper 

has simple cubic structure with lattice parameter 4Å. 

3. Calculate the probability that we get three heads and two tails in tossing a coin 5 times. 

4. Fermi energy of conduction electrons in silver is 5.48 eV. Calculate the number of electrons 

per cm3 .Given : h = 6.62 × 10–27 erg. sec. and iev = 1.62 × 10–12 erg. 

5. Obtain the possible (n, l, j) values of electrons in first two shells of the atom. 

6. A copper wire of length 1 m and diameter 18 mm carries a current of 8 A. Find the current 

density and resistivity of the material, if potential difference across the wire is 5 V. 
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7. Three particles are distributed in three compartments of equal size. Find the number of 

microstates in macrostate (a) (0 3 0) and (ii) (0, 1, 2). 

8. Find the number of ways in which seven bosons may be distributed in Five Cells. 

 

Short Answer Questions (2.5 Marks) 

1. What is Bohr's atomic model ? Give its drawbacks.  

2. Describe the experimental arrangement of Stern-Gerlach experiment. 

3. What are the possible quantum numbers of electrons in the L shell of an atom ?  

4. Calculate the value of Bohr Magneton from the following data : 

5. Given : e = 1.6 × 10–19 c, h = 1.055 × 10–34 J.s. me = 9.1 × 10–31 kg.  

6. Explain the concept of 'hole' in a semiconductor.  

7. Derive an expression for density of states for a free electron gas in one dimension.  

8. Discuss the periodic nature of potential in a crystal. State Bloch theorem.  

9. Calculate Fermi energy for sodium if there are 2.5×1028 free electrons per cubic meter.  

10. Write a short note on Macrostates and Microstates.  

11. Obtain an expression for r.m.s. speed of gas molecules by using M-B distribution law.  

12. State the fundamental postulates of statistical mechanics.  

13. Calculate the value of r.m.s. speed of hydrogen at N.T.P. The Boltzmann's constant is 

1.38 × 10–16 erg per degree and Avogadro's number is 6 × 1023 gm/mol.  

14. What are basic postulates of B-E statistics ?  

15. What is Fermi function ? Give its importance.  

16. Distinguish between classical statistics and quantum statistics.  

17. Five bosons are distributed in two compartments, the first having 3 cells and second 4 cells. Find 

the thermodynamic probability for the macrostate (5, 0).  

1 8 .  Write a note on Stark effect. 2½  

19. Calculate the Bohr magneton from the following data : 

(e = 1.6 × 10–19C, h 1.055 10�34 J-s and m = 9.11 × 10–31 kg) 2½  

20. Discuss space quantization of orbits in vector atom model. 2½  

21. Explain L-S and J-J coupling schemes. 2½  

22. State and explain Wiedemann-Franz Law for metals. 

23. The Hall coefficient for copper is 1.05 × 10–10 m3/C and the charge of a hole is 1.6 × 10–19C. 

Calculate the number of atoms per meter cube in copper. 

24. What is Hall effect ? Derive an expression for Hall voltage and Hall coefficient in a 

semiconductor. 

25.   Distinguish between metals, insulators and semiconductors on the basis of band theory of solids. 

2 6 .  Obtain Boltzmann’s entropy relation. 
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27. Explain -space and Gamma space. 

28. Starting from F.D. Distribution Law, derive the expression for energy distribution of free electron 

in metal. 

29. Explain Fermi level and Fermi temperature in solids. 2½  

30. The Fermi energy for Sodium at T = 0 K is 3.1 eV. Find its value for Aluminium, given that the 

free electron density in Aluminum is 8 times that in Sodium. 2½  

31. Give the comparison between B-E and F-D statistics. 2½  

 

Very Short Answer Questions (01 Marks) 

1. What is Stark effect ? 

2. Find the possible values of j for states in which l = 3 and s = ½. 

3.  Write the selection rules for the spectral lines. 

4. Define mean free path of free electron. 

5. Define Fermi temperature. 

6. State importance of Hall effect. 

7. Explain phase space. 

8. Calculate the r.m.s. velocity of H2 at 27ºC. 

Given : K = 1.38 × 10–23 joule/degree, mH = 3.34 × 10–27 kg. 

9. State the principle of a priori probability. 

10. What is occupation index ? 

11. What are fermions ? 

12. The Fermi energy of a free electron in silver is 5.51 eV. Calculate the Fermi temperature. 

Given : Boltzman's constant K = 1.38 × 10–23 J/K. 1×10=10. 

13. State Pauli’s exclusion principle. 

14. State Hund’s rule. 

15. What is the main difference between normal and anomalous Zeeman effect ? 

16. Calculate the number of collisions per second of a molecule having mean free path 

1.876 × 10–7m. (Take average speed of molecule as 511 m/s). 

17. State Bloch Theorem. 

18. What do you mean by energy band ? 

19. Write any two postulates of statistical mechanics. 

20. Define thermodynamic probability. 

21. Calculate the probability that in tossing a coin 5 times, we get 3 heads and 2 tails. 

22. What do you mean by distinguishable and indistinguishable particles ? 

23. A gas has two particles, each of them can be in one of three quantum states gr = 1, 2, 3. Find 
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the possible number of microstates of the gas according to F-D Statistics. 

24.  What is a Fermion ?  
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J. M. PATEL ARTS, COMMERCE & SCIENCE COLLEGE, BHANDARA 

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS 

B.SC. SEM-V (PAPER- II) 

ATOMIC PHYSICS, FREE ELECTRON THEORY AND STATISTICAL PHYSICS 

 

Long Answer Questions (05 Marks) 

1. State de-Broglie’s hypothesis for matter waves. Explain Davission and Germer experiment. 

2. What is free particle  ? Obtain  an  expression  for  eigen  energy  and  eigen  wave  function of free  

particle  in  one dimensional box. 

3. Explain top down approach and bottom up approach for the synthesis ofnanomaterials. 

4. What is transmission electron  microscopy  ? Explain  the  working  of  TEM  with  the  help of neat  

diagram.  State its dis-advantages. 

Short Answer Questions (03 Marks) 

1. What is compton effect ? On what factors do compton shift depend ? 

2. What is  operator  ?  Obtain  an  expression  for momentum operator. 

3. What  are  physical  and  chemical  properties  of  nanomaterials ? 

4. Explain  synthesis  of  nanoparticles  by  ball milling method. 

Short Answer Questions (02 Marks) 

1. An X-ray photo no finitial energy 90 keV under-goes compton scattering at angle of 60º, find energy 

of recoiled electron. 

2. What  would  be  the  surface  to  volume  ratio  of  a  nanosphere  of  radius  2  nm ? 

3. Calculate the FWHMXRD pattern of Niwith crystallite size of 20 nm diffracting angle of  38.2º  

with  X-rays  of  wavelength 1.54 Å. 

Short Answer Questions (2.5 Marks) 

1. Calculate the de-Broglie wavelength  of  an  electron  accelerated  through  a potential  difference of 

1.25 kV. 

2. How  the  classical  mechanics  failed  to  explain  black  body  radiation spectrum ? 

3. Give  analytical  treatment  for  the  formation  of wave packet. 

4. Give  physical  significance  of  wave  function Ψ. 

5. Obtain  Schrodinger’s  time dependent equation. 

6. What are  the  postulates  of  quantum mechanics ? 

7. Findthelowestenergy of an electron confined to move in one-dimensional potential box oflength 5Å. 

8. Differentiate  nanomaterials  from bulk materials. 
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9. What  are  quantum  dots  ?  Enlist their properties. 

10. The surface to volume ratio of nanocubes is 0.5 per nanometer.  What  would  be the side length  of 

nanocubes ? 

11. What  are  fullerences  ?  State their properties. 

12. Explain  sol-gel  method  for  synthesisofnanomaterials. 

13. What are the different methods for determination of size of nanoparticles ?StateSchever’s formula  

with  symbols. 

14. How  nanotechnology  is  useful  in  home appliances ? 

15. X-rays of wavelength 1.54 Å are  diffracted  from  nanoparticles  at  diffracting  angle 27º with full  

width  at  half  maxima  of  1º.  Calculate the  size  of nanocrystals. 

Very Short Answer Questions (01 Marks) 

1. State Planck’s quantum hypothesis. 

2. Define wave packet. 

3. An electron has a speed of 300  m/sec  accurate  to  0.01%  with  what  fundamental  accuracy can 

we locate the position ofelectron. 

4. Define expectationvalue. 

5. What is probability density? 

6. What is quantum well? 

7. State two examples of two dimensional nanomaterials. 

8. If radius of quantum dotis 1.5pm. Calculate surface to volume ratio. 

9. What are the limitations of SEM ? 

10. What is aero gel? 

11. Convert F.W.H.M.  of  0.7  radian into degree. 
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J. M. PATEL ARTS, COMMERCE & SCIENCE COLLEGE, BHANDARA 

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS 

B.SC. SEM-VI (PAPER- I) 

RELATIVITY, NUCLEAR PHYSICS AND BIO PHYSICS 

 

Long Answer Questions (05 Marks) 

1. What was the aim of Michelson-Morley experiment ? Describe Michelson-Morley experiment  and 

obtain the expected fringe shift. 

2. What are the assumptions of liquid drop model ? Explain Nuclear fission on the basis of liquid  drop 

model. 

3. What is Beta decay ? Explain the measurement of energy of Beta Particle by a magnetic spectrograph. 

4. Explain the principle  and operation of electro cardiogram. 

Short Answer Questions (03 Marks) 

1. Derive an expression for lengthof : Drift  tube  in a linear accelerator. 

2. Explain the experimental  determination  of range  of alpha particle. 

3. What is centrifugation  ? Derive  an expression  for  relative  centrifugal force(RCF). 

 

Short Answer Questions (02 Marks) 

1. A radio frequency oscillator supplying signal of 10 kV, 10 MHz is connected to linear accelerator. 

Calculate the time for which accelerating proton remain inside the drift tube and maximum energy  

acquired  by  proton  if  55  drift  tubes  are  in  the  accelerator.  Given  q=1.6×10–19 C.Calculate 

the velocity at which electron mass is √3 times the rest mass. 

2. Calculate the  energy  of  gamma  ray  photon  of  wavelength  4.5  ×  10–13  m.  Given  :  h = 

6.624×10–34Js. 

3. Find out the revolution per minute (RPM), if the radius of the rotoris 300 mm and relative centrifugal  

force is 5000.  

Short Answer Questions (2.5 Marks) 

1. Explain why does a moving clock with a relativistic speed appears to run slow relative to stationary 

observer. 

2. What is a frame of reference ? Explain inertial and non-inertial frames of reference with examples. 

3. Derive  the  laws  of addition  of relativistic  velocities  from Lorentz transformation. 
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4. A rocket moving with speed 108 m/s ejects a projectile in its direction of motion with speed relative to 

rocket 2×108 m/s. Find the speed as measured by an observer on earth. 

5. Explain  construction  and working  of Wilson Cloud Chamber. 

6. Explain  the  construction  of Nuclear reactor. 

7. The mass of 17Cl
35 

is 34.9800 amu. Calculate the mass defect and binding energy per nucleon. mn   

=1.008665amuandmp         =1.007825amu. 

8. Compare  nuclear  fission  and fusion process. 

9. Discuss  the properties  and energy  emission  of γ-ray photon. 

10. Write  a note  on Geiger-Nuttal Law. 

11. Explain  11X
24

-decay. State the properties of alphaparticle. 

12. Anucleus X24 undergo β– and then α-decay process. Find the atomic and mass number of the  final 

daughter nuclei after successive beta and alpha decay. 

13. Calculate the pH of 0.01m solution of hydrochloric acid (HCl) assuming complete dissociation. 

14. Explain  working  mechanism  of sonography  with block diagram. 

15. What is EEG? What are its uses? 

16. Discuss  construction  and working  of single beam spectrophotometer. 

Very Short Answer Questions (01 Marks) 

1. State the postulates of special theory of relativity. 

2. State Lorentz Fitzgerald Hypothesis. 

3. If 1 kg of a substance is fully converted into energy, how much energy is produced ? 

4. Define Packing fraction. 

5. What is Q value of nuclear reaction? 

6. Calculate mass defect for the deuteron. 

Given: mn= 1.675× 10
-27

 Kg ,  

Mp= 1.672 × 10
-27

 Kg  

MD= 3.343× 10
-27

 Kg 

7. What is tunneling? 

8. Write three different modes of α-decay. 

9. Define end point energy. 

10. If the transmittance is 65% then find out the value of absorbance. 

11. What is Electroretinogram (ERG)? 

12. How are Bio-electric  signals generated? 

13. What is tunneling? 

14. Write three different modes of γ-decay. 
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15. Define end pointenergy. 

16. If the transmittance is 65% then find out the valueof absorbance. 

17. What is Electroretinogram (ERG)? 

18. How are Bio-electric  signals generated? 
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Long Answer Questions (05 Marks) 

1. What is an electronic oscillator? Draw the circuit diagram and explain the working of the Hartley 

Oscillator. State condition for sustained oscillations and write the expression for the frequency of 

oscillations. 

2. Draw the circuit diagram of an Op-Amp as inverting  amplifier. Derive an expression for its 

voltage gain, input resistance and output resistance. 

3. Explain the term  Summing Point And Virtual Ground in an operational amplifier.  

Explain how an operational amplifier can be used as Inverting Amplifier. Derive the expression 

for its voltage gain. 

4. Draw the block diagram of OP-AMP. Explain function of each block.   

5. State the parameters of Ideal Op-Amp. Explain the working of Op-Amp as Inverting Amplifier 

with neat diagram. 

6. What is an electronic oscillator? Draw the circuit diagram and explain the working of the 

Hartley Oscillator. Write the expression for   the frequency of oscillations.  

7. What is an Optical fiber? Explain step index optical fiber and graded index optical fiber.  

8. Explain acceptance cone and Numerical Apperture of an optical Fiber. Derive an 

expression for Numerical Apperture for  step-index optical fiber in terms of  refractive  

index of core and relative refractive index difference between core & cladding.     

9. What is an optical fiber ? Give its structure and explain the propogation of light waves in an 

optical fiber.          

10. Explain the need for modulation in communication. Derive the voltage equation for an  

Amplitude modulated wave.               

Short Answer Questions (03 Marks) 

1. What is an Op-Amp? Explain the use of Op-Amp as Adder. 

2. Explain the concept of feedback in amplifiers. Derive an expression for gain of  an Amplifier with 

feedback.  

3. Draw the circuit diagram of a transistor RC phase shift oscillator and explain its working. 

4. Draw circuit diagram of OP-AMP as an adder and obtain expression for output voltage. 

5. Define input offset voltage, open loop gain and common mode rejection ratio of an  Op-Amp.     
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6. Draw the circuit diagram of a transistor RC phase shift oscillator and  

        explain its working . 

7. Show that numerical aperture of an optical fiber is given by : NA  = 𝑛𝑓2 − 𝑛𝑐2     Where nf and 

nc represent refractive index of core and cladding respectively.                    

8. Define Acceptance Angle. Derive an expression for  acceptance angle of optical fiber.   

9. What is dispersion in optical fiber ? What are various mechanisms responsible for Pulse 

dispersion in optical fibers. 

10. Discuss the principle of light propagation  in optical fiber and and derive an expression for 

acceptance angle  φ. 

Short Answer Questions (02 Marks) 

11. Calculate the voltage gain of the negative feedback amplifier having A=2000 & β=1/10. 

12. Explain class A, class B, class AB and class C amplifiers. 

13. Explain the principle and working of a phase shift oscillator with necessary circuit diagram. 

14. Explain the use of Op-Amp as Integrator. 

15. In a Colpitts Oscillator, C1 = 0.001 µF, C2 = 0.01 µF and  L =  5 µH. Find thr required gain for  

oscillation and frequency of oscillation    

16. Calculate the voltage gain of the negative feedback amplifier having A=2000 & β=1/10. 

17. Find the output voltage of an OP-AMP inverting adder shown below for the following  Sets of 

input voltages and resistors with feedback resistor Rf = 10 kΩ,  R1 = 10 kΩ,   

R2=  5  kΩ, R3=  5  kΩ,  V1 = 3 V,  V2 = 2 V, V3 = -2 V.   

18. A difference amplifier has A(d) = 100 and CMRR = 100. Calculate the output voltage If the inputs 

are    V1 = 1 mV ,  V2 = 0.9 mV. 

19. In a phase shift oscillator, R1 = R2 = R3 = 1 MΩ and C1 = C2 = C3 = 75 pf. At what Frequency 

does the circuit oscillate ?  

20. Calculate the maximum acceptance angle of a step index fiber when the core refractive  index is 

1.5 and the cladding refractive index is 1.48.    

21. An optical power of 1 mW is launched into an optical fiber of length 100 m. If the Power 

emerging  from the other end is 0.3 mW, calculate Attenuation Loss per Unit length. 

22. A signal of power 4.2 µW is launched into an optical fiber of length 0.1 km. Calculate the Signal 

attenuation loss per unit length,if the power emerging from the other end is 2.1 µ 

23. Calculate the Numerical Aperture and the Acceptance Angle of optical fiber from the 

   Following data:  µ core =  1.55  and  µ cladding = 1.5  

24. Calculate the maximum acceptance angle of a step index fiber when the core refractive index is 

1.5 and the cladding refractive index is 1.48.     
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25. For a 5 km lonf fibre with µ core =  1.42  and  µ cladding = 1.38. Find the intermodal   dispersion in 

fibre. 

  An optical power of 1 mW is launched into an optical fiber of length 100 m. If the Power emerging  

from the other end is 0.3 mW, calculate Attenuation Loss per Unit length. 

26. What is amplitude modulation? Obtain an expression for an AM wave with sinusoidal modulation. 

Show that the rate of change in carrier wave amplitude is proportional to both  frequency and 

amplitude of the modulating signal. 

                                                   

Short Answer Questions (2.5 Marks) 

1. What is multistage Amplifier? Derive an for overall voltage gain of multistage amplifier in terms 

of individual stage gain 

2. Show that the voltage gain in a non-inverting amplifier is   1 +
 𝑅𝑓

𝑅1
 

3. State and explain the Barkhausen’s criterion for sustained oscillations in an oscillator.In a negative 

feedback amplifier A=100 ,β=0.04  and vi  = 50 mV. Find 

          (i) gain with feedback 

           (ii) feedback factor 

 (iii) output voltage.    

4. Explain class A,class B,class AB and class C amplifiers. 

5. Explain the principle and working of a phase shift oscillator with necessary circuit diagram. 

6. Explain the use of Op-Amp as Integrator. 

7. In a Colpitts Oscillator, C1 = 0.001 µF, C2 = 0.01 µF and  L =  5 µH. Find the required gain for  

oscillation and frequency of oscillation. 

8. Define terms  :- 

(i)   Common Mode Rejection Ratio  (CMRR) 

(ii)  Slew Rate 

(iii)  Input Bias current    

9. With   neat diagram discuss the function of operational amplifier as differentiator.    

10. Calculate the output of an operational amplifier having CMRR=100 if the two inputs are 1 mV 

and 0.9 mV. The open loop gain of op-amp is   10
5
. 

11. What is multistage amplifier ? Derive an expression for overall voltage gain of a three  stage 

amplifier in terms of the individual voltage gains.    

12. Explain the principle and working of a Phase Shift Oscillator with necessary circuit diagram. 

13.  Explain Class A, Class B, Class AB, and Class C amplifiers. 

14. State and explain the Barkhausens criterion for sustained oscillations. 

15. In a Colpits oscillator, C1 = 0.001 µF, C2 = 0.01 µF and L= 5 µH. Find the required forward 

Current  gain for oscillation and frequency of oscillation.    
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16. Discuss the classification of amplifiers on the basis of operating point 

17.  What is the need of dual power supply in Op-Amp ? 

18.   Explain working of Hartley oscillator with neat diagram. 

19. A non-inverting op-amp has voltage gain of 36. Find the value of feedback resistance Rf   If  R1 =  

1 kΩ . 

20. Define Slew Rate. Obtain an expression for slew rate when sinusoidal input signal is applied21.  

21. Explain the working of OP-Amp as an Integrator. 

22. An OP-AMP with closed loop gain of 36 operated in non-inverting mode, find the feedback 

         Resistor Rf if input resistance R1 = 1KΩ. 

23.  Draw the block diagram of OP-AMP. Explain the function of each block.  

24. Explain the various types of losses associated with optical fiber. 

25.  Explain how dispersion affects the width of a signal pulse while propogating through an  Optical 

fiber. 

26.  For a silica optical fiber the refractive index of core layer is 1.56 and that of cladding is 1.35. 

       Determine the numerical aperture of the fiber. 

27. Explain how light propogates along an optical fiber. 

28. Explain  single mode, step index fiber and multimode graded index fiber. 

29. What is numerical aperture? Obtain an expression for numerical aperture of an optical fiber. 

30. Explain Electrical bandwidth, Optical bandwidth and bandwidth length product. 

31. State different types of optical fibers based on refractive index profile and explain step index  

       Optical fiber. 

32. Explain various types of losses associated with optical fiber. 

33. In an optical fiber, the core material has refractive index 1.6 and refractive index of clad  

       Material is 1.3. What is the value of critical angle? Also calculate the value of  Acceptance cone.  

34.  What are advantages of optical fiber communication over other modes of signal  

   Communications? Give atleast five points.    

35. What is Numerical Aperture? Obtain an expression for Numerical Aperture of an optical fiber. 

36. Explain the various types of losses associated with optical fiber. 

37. Explain Electrical Bandwidth, Optical Bandwidth and Bandwidth Length Product. 

38. 40. Explain on the basis of refractive index profile,the classification of optical fiber. 

39. 41.  Discuss losses in optical fiber. 

40. 42. What are the advantages of an optical fiber over conventional wire 

41. 43.  An optical power of 1 mW is launched into an optical fiber of length 100 m. If the power 

       emerging  from the other end is 0.4 mW, calculate the fiber attenuation. 

42. Explain the various types of losses associated with optical fiber. 

43.  Explain how dispersion affects the width of a signal pulse while propogating through an 
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      Optical fiber. 

44.   For a silica optical fiber the refractive index of core layer is 1.56 and that of cladding is 1.35. 

       Determine the numerical aperture of the fiber. 

45. Explain how light propogates along an optical fiber.  

46. What is Numerical Aperture? Obtain an expression for  it. 

47. State different types of optical fibre based on refractive index profile and explain steop index 

optical fibre    

                                                                                                                                                                                           

Very Short Answer Questions (01 Marks) 

1. Define Common Mode Rejection Ratio (CMMR). 

2. For an Op-Amp used to amplify an input signal to peak value of output voltage is 100 mV. What 

is the maximum operating frequency if the slew rate of Op-Amp is 0.5 V/µs. 

3. State the difference between an oscillator and an amplifier. 

4. State any two characteristics of an ideal Op-Amp. 

5. State any two characteristics of an ideal Op-Amp. 

6. State any two characteristics of an ideal operational amplifier. 

7. Give two applications of integrator circuits 

8. In a negative feedbackback  amplifier, gain without feedback is  A=100, β=0.04 and  V1= 50 mV. 

What is gain with Feedback. 

9. Define Common Mode Rejection Ratio (CMRR) 

10. Which type of feedback is necessary in oscillating circuits. 

11. Calculate the Voltage gain of following OP-AMP circuit. 

12. Draw the diagram of Op-Amp as an integrator 

13. What is Barkhausen criterion for sustained oscillation ? 

14. What is a multistage amplifier ? 

15. State any two characteristics of ideal OP-Amp. 

16. State Barkhausen criterion for oscillator 

17. In an inverting amplifier R1 = 1 KΩ  and Rf = 10 KΩ.Assuming  an ideal OP-Amplifier,find the 

voltage gain. 

18. What is meant by modes in optical fibers? 

19. What is total internal reflection? 

20. An optical signal has lost 85% of its power after traversing   500  m of fiber . What is loss in 

dB/km of this optical fiber. 

21. What is dispersion in an optical fiber? 

22. State two advantages of an optical fiber. 

23. Find critical angle of an optical fiber. Given µcore =  2  and  µcladding =  3. 
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24. Why refractive index of core material is greater than cladding material in an optical fiber? 

25. Define critical angle 

26. In an optical fiber, the refractive index of core is 1.5 and cladding is doped to give relative 

27. Refractive index difference of 0.0005. What is refractive index of cladding ? 

28. Define numerical aperture of optical fiber. 

29. What are the different types of dispersion in an optical fiber ? 

30.   What is meant by modes in optical fibers? 

31. What is total internal reflection? 

32. An optical signal has lost 85% of its power after traversing   500m of fiber . What is loss in dB/km 

of this optical fiber. 

33. State any two advantages of optical fibre over metal wire 

34. Define bandwidth length product 

35. Calculate the velocity of light in glass having refractive index 1.5. 

 


